INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

SITUATION AND EVOLUTION OF JIHADIST RADICALIZATION IN THE SAHEL AREA: STRATEGIES TO CONTRAST AND PREVENTION

Thu 7 oct 2021 at 10:00 (Rome)
Live streaming on primed-miur.it
The webinar aims to examine the dynamics of jihadist radicalization in the Sahel region. A situation whose effects also affect migration flows towards the Mediterranean area. The analysis will be carried out by various experts of the central African area and by international operators and institutions that have been working in that context for many years. In particular, the afternoon panel will reflect on what synergies and forms of collaboration can be established in the future between the PriMED network and these social actors in the spirit of Third Mission which inspires the university system.

**Languages of the workshop**

French – English
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**CHAIR**

Dr. MOUNYA ALLALI – University of Eastern Piedmont

**PARTECIPANTS**
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Director of the Department of Law, Political, Economic and Social Sciences – DIGSPES – University of Eastern Piedmont – Italy

Prof. DANIELE NEGRI  
Director of the Department of Law – University of Ferrara – Italy

Prof. MAMADOU SAÏDOU  
Rector of the University of Niamey – Niger

Dr. ARMANDO BARUCCO  
Italian Ambassador to the Kingdom of Morocco

Dr. EMILIA GATTO  
Italian Ambassador to the Republic of the Niger

Prof. ALESSANDRO FERRARI  
Director of the International Forum of Democracy & Religions Project – FIDR – University of Insubria – Italy

Prof. ROBERTO MAZZOLA  
Scientific Director of the PriMED Project – University of Eastern Piedmont - Italy
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First Session

CHAIR

Prof. ENRICA MARTINELLI – University of Ferrara
Dr. MOUNYA ALLALI assistant – University of Eastern Piedmont

The problem of Islamist radicalization in the sub-Saharan area. Analysis and contrast strategies.

PARTICIPANTS

Prof. OMAR HALLI
Advisor to the Director General of the Federation of Universities of the Islamic World – FIUW – Morocco

Prof. ABBAS ABAKAR ABBAS
University of N’Djaména – Tchad

Prof. BA BOUBACAR
Center for Analysis on Governance and Security in the Sahel – ONG Eveil – Mali

Prof. SEYNI MOUMOUNI
University Abdou Moumouni – Niamey – Niger

Dr. AÏCHA MACKY
Author of the documentary film “Zinder” – Niger

Second Session

CHAIR

Prof. ROBERTA RICUCCI – University of Turin
Dr. MOUNYA ALLALI assistant – University of Eastern Piedmont

Prevention strategies for the future in the perspective of the PriMED network. What could a network of universities do?

PARTICIPANTS

Prof. EMANUELA DEL RE
Special Representative for the Sahel – European Union

Dr. ALESSANDRA MORELLI
Former Head of the High Commission for Refugees – UNCHR – Niger

Dr. DANIELE ALBANESE
Referent for Humanitarian and University Corridors – Italian Caritas

Dr. OLIVIERO FORTI
Head of the Office for Migration Policies and International Protection – International Caritas

Dr. OUEUHI EDWIGE JACQUELINE GUE
Education Officer, Protection – UNCHR – Niger
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scientific coordination

ROBERTO MAZZOLA
Scientific Director of the PriMED Project – University of Eastern Piedmont – Italy

ENRICA MARTINELLI
Scientific Manager of the PriMED Project – University of Ferrara – Italy

M. KHALID RHAZZALI
Co-scientific Director of the PriMED Project – University of Padua – Italy

MOUNYA ALLALI
Organizing Committee of the PriMED Project – University of Eastern Piedmont – Italy

ANTONIO ANGELUCCI
Directive Committee of the PriMED Project – University of Eastern Piedmont – Italy

streaming link

Thu 7 oct 2021 at 10:00 (Rome)
Live streaming on

https://primed-miur.it/workshop/uniupo_2021